The Jain brothers have also started commissioning the brothers for help. “They’re in school full time, with little time to look at places. Listings just come and go, so they want us to get in and apply on their behalf,” explains Siddharth. “They’re in school full time, with little time to look at places. Listings just come and go, so they want us to get in and apply on their behalf.”

By providing that helping hand, Sanpra builds trusted relationships to make property managers just as comfortable with a match as the tenants who are renting a place sight unseen. The Jain brothers have also started offering services like paying damage deposits or bagging upon package deliveries, tasks that are sometimes seen as unimportant but can make a big difference. “We believe that Victoria is a city to love and live in,” says Vinit. “When students arrive, we want our first point of contact to be us, and to bring some ease, and hopefully they’ll enjoy the experience and stay and work.”
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